How to use a Tabletop Cotton Candy Machine
Cotton Candy Machine Safety Precautions & Operating Instructions
General Operating & Safety Instructions:
Operator must keep face and hands clear of the floss head and keep spectators at a reasonable distance.
The machine must be plugged into a grounded outlet to prevent electrical shock. Place the machine
on a sturdy flat surface with the controls facing the operator (must be supervised at all times). Fill the
floss head 90% with floss sugar. When adding sugar to the floss head, always fill it 90% full to obtain
a balanced condition in the head and eliminate vibration. DO NOT add sugar with motor running
and heat switch on (turn both switches off). DO NOT TOUCH FLOSS HEAD IT IS HOT! Turn on
both the heat and the motor switches, and continue producing more cotton candy cones. Remember to
keep sugar floss in the floss head and never run the machine empty, this will cause the machine to
smoke and damage the heat element. Please do not toss or set the dome where it can get damaged
scratched, cracked etc.
Electrical Requirements:
Maximum amp draw is 120 volts / 9 amps. This figure is an approximation and may vary slightly. An
overloaded electric circuit will not allow the machine to make cotton candy. For safety, always plug
the machine into a grounded receptacle. You must have the floss machine grounded! No exceptions!
Shut Down Procedure:
When you are done using the machine for the day, run the machine so that all the sugar floss is out of
the floss head. Also please make sure the heat & motor switches are off and the machine is unplugged.
Helpful hint for twirling the floss on the cones
Pick a cone; if it sticks in the stack of cones, twist it off the stack. H
 old an inch or two of the pointed
end of the cone between two fingers and a thumb. With a light flicking action, roll cone in the web of
floss building up in the pan. Lift the cone up with the ring of floss attached and rotate the cone to wrap
the floss. DO NOT roll floss while the cone is inside the pan. This will pack the floss too tightly.
Make sure room humidity is not too high, or product will be too firm or soggy.
Optional; Bagging Cotton Candy
If you are running out of cones and still have sugar floss you can make the cotton candy and gently put
it in a Zip Lock Bag or other type of plastic bag that can be sealed and saved for later. Hold a bag
open with one hand while gently grasping cotton candy with the other hand or if you have an extra
floss cone, you can gather the cotton candy with that & gently slide the cotton candy off the cone &
into the bag. Twist the bag top after the floss is inside, tie & store for later.

